
                     STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Racing Te Aroha Date: Saturday 6 April 2019 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Dead(4) 
Rail: True Position 
Stewards: J Oatham, A Coles, B Jones, W Robinson 
Vet: K Rooney and M Archer 
Typist: P Laboyrie 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: VOLER POUR MOI, ROCK ON, GINGER KING, RIDING THE WAVE, MARZEMINO, ZENVO,  

THE MITIGATOR, NICOLETTA, SUPERA, LUVALUVA, SANTA CATARINA 
Pre-race blood testing was carried out at today’s meeting.   

Suspensions: Race 8 M Coleman SUPERA 
Careless riding 100 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 8-22/4 incl, 9 days 

Protests: Race 6 INCANTESIMO 3rd v HASABRO 2nd - Upheld 

Fines: Nil   

Warnings: Race 6 L Innes HASABRO 
Shifting ground concluding stages [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Horse Actions: Race  9 PYTHAGORAS - warning barrier manners 

Follow Up: Race 4 DAWN PATROL 

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Nil   

Late Scratchings: Nil   

 
GENERAL:  

No issues to report. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Auckland Racing Club - Saturday 30 March 2019 
Race 4 - 100% Appliances 2YO 1300 
THE GREEN DRAGON (C Lammas) – Co-trainer P Gerard advised that she was satisfied with the recovery of THE GREEN 
DRAGON, adding that connections were giving consideration to gelding and then spelling the colt. 

 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 TE AROHA LIQUOR 2200 

DESERT STORM (S Collett) - Began awkwardly then crowded shortly after losing ground.  Over-raced in the early 
stages making the first bend awkwardly running wide. 
 
FABULOUS FLIGHT (M McNab) - Began awkwardly and shifted outwards crowding VOLER POUR MOI and 
WILIJONMCBRIDE.  Held up early in the final straight before briefly being presented with a run when ALTERNATIVE 
FACT rolled in before being corrected by its rider with FABULOUS FLIGHT then again being held up passing the 250 



metres, and when being steadied became awkwardly placed striking a heel of ALTERNATIVE FACT and blundering 
badly near the 200 metres.     
 
VOLER POUR MOI (T Yanagida) - Crowded shortly after the start losing ground.  Held up passing the 400 metres 
having to be steadied and angled outwards across heels to the extreme outside to obtain clear running near the 250 
metres.   
 
WILIJONMCBRIDE (R Elliot) - Jumped away awkwardly then further hampered when crowded shortly after the start 
losing ground. 
 
MISSTUMUT (A Calder) - Had some difficulty obtaining clear running until near the 200 metres.   
 
C Grylls (SAVAPAK) - Spoken to regarding his whip use prior to the 100 metres which was marginally outside the 
guidelines. 
 

Race 2 J SWAP CONTRACTORS TE AROHA CUP 2200 

ROCK ON (S McKay) - Slow to begin. Inconvenienced over concluding stages. 
 
GABRIEL (C Dell) - Raced three wide without cover for the majority of the race.   
 
SAINT EMILION (M Cameron) - Lay out when placed under pressure in the final straight inconveniencing ROCK ON 
over the concluding stages. 
  

Race 3 TOWES INSURANCE BROKERS 1200 

UP ‘N’ GONE (J Fawcett) - Began awkwardly losing ground.  Held up entering the straight before shifting outwards 
across heels to obtain clear running near the 250 metres, then being hampered by ARRIVO which shifted away from 
WILLIAM SCOTT near the 200 metres.   
 
WIND SPIRIT (T Yanagida) - Crowded shortly after the start having to be steadied losing ground, then settling a clear 
last.   
 
OUR CRAFTSMAN (A Calder) - Slow to begin.  Had some difficulty obtaining clear running throughout the final 
straight. 
 
ARRIVO (S Spratt) - Raced three wide without cover throughout.  When weakening shifted away from WILLIAM SCOTT 
near the 200 metres having to be corrected by its rider.   
 
HEAT SEEKER (A Goindasamy) - Held up early in the straight.  Hampered near the 200 metres.   
 
WONDERING (T Thornton) - Held up and unable to obtain clear running until near the 150 metres.   
 
ROCCO VALENTI (S McKay) - Held up near the 300 metres and was unable to obtain clear running for the remainder 
of the race.   
 
WILLIAM SCOTT (R Elliot) - Held up in the final straight until passing the 200 metres. 
 
SIMPLY SACRED (L Innes) - Held up rounding the final turn before obtaining clear running near the 300 metres.   
 
SECRET EXCELSIOR (M Cameron) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised that the gelding had raced 
keenly in the lead in the middle stages, then failing to finish the race off but would derive benefit from today’s run.   
 



Race 4 PYRAMID TRUCKING 1400 

PEACEFUL (M Cameron) - Began awkwardly. 
 
ENSEMBLE (R Elliot) - Restrained early after jumping from the outside barrier to shift inwards across heels and obtain 
a position closer to the running rail. 
 
DAWN PATROL (M McNab) - Over-raced badly in the early and middle stages with the rider advising that the gelding 
had proved a difficult ride when racing very fiercely and proving difficult to control.  A post-race veterinary inspection 
did not reveal any obvious abnormality.  
 
ESPRESSO MARTINI (T Yanagida) - Raced three wide without cover. 
 
KAINUI ROSE (C Lammas) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised that the filly may prefer some 
further give in the ground and would also benefit from the outing being its first race in two months.  A post-race 
veterinary inspection did not reveal any obvious abnormality.   
 

Race 5 FIRST CREDIT UNION 1200 

ALIGNS WITH ME (J Bayliss) - Jumped away awkwardly making contact with the hind quarters of ONE BAKERSTREET. 
 
ONE BAKERSTREET (S Spratt) - Unbalanced when hind quarters contacted leaving the barriers. 
 
REMINGTON (C Grylls) - Raced three wide without cover. 
 

Race 6 TE AROHA PLUMBING & DRAINAGE LTD 1600 

SCAGLIONI (T Yanagida) - Slow to begin.  Had to be steadied when improving onto heels near the 1100 metres.   
 
PATSYS LASS (S Collett) - Slow to begin. 
 
I SEE RED (T Newman) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
LA ACHIEVER (R Elliot) - Raced ungenerously in the early and middle stages with the rider advising that the mare had 
lugged badly throughout, and in his opinion is better suited to more rain affected conditions than those encountered 
today. 
 
Following the race the siren was sounded indicating a protest lodged by the connections of the third placed horse 
INCANTESIMO alleging interference by the second placed horse HASABRO over the concluding stages.  After hearing 
submissions and viewing films the Judicial Committee taking into account the narrow nose margin upheld the protest 
relegating HASABRO to third placing.  The final placings now read 7 ZENVO 1st, 4 INCANTESIMO 2nd, 5 HASABRO 3rd, 
15 PATSYS LASS 4th. 
 
INCANTESIMO (M Hashizume) - Following an inquiry was promoted from third after being dictated inwards off its 
rightful line of running over the concluding stages. 
 
HASABRO (L Innes) - Held up early in the final straight.  Following an inquiry was relegated to third placing after 
dictating INCANTESIMO inwards over the concluding stages. 
 
L Innes (HASABRO) - Issued with a warning after permitting his mount to shift inwards over the concluding stages 
dictating INCANTESIMO inwards off its rightful line of running.   
 

Race 7 TEAM WEALLEANS 1400 

RONCHI (C Grylls) - Slow to begin after being fractious in its barrier stall. 



 
MONGOLIANCONQUEROR (M McNab) - Slow to begin.  Held up rounding the final turn and early in the straight, not 
obtaining clear running until passing the 200 metres.   
 
STRATOCASTER (V Colgan) - Over-raced badly in the early and middle stages having to be firmly restrained off heels 
passing the 1000 metres.  Lost the right front plate during the running. 
 
WOODSMAN (T Newman) - Raced three wide without cover throughout. 
 
GO NICHOLAS (R Elliot) - Raced keenly in the early stages when being restrained. 
 

Race 8 FIBER FRESH NZ THOROUGHBRED BREEDERS STAKES 

THE REAL BEEL (S Collett) - Slow to begin.  Checked near the 100 metres.   
 
SANDRINE (C Lammas) - Began awkwardly then crowded shortly after losing ground.  Had difficulty obtaining clear 
running until near the 100 metres, and was then inclined to lay out under pressure over the concluding stages.   
 
SHE’S POPPY (S McKay) - Slow to begin.   
 
LE CASTILE (V Colgan) - Had a tendency to over-race in the middle stages.  Hampered near the 100 metres.   
 
SUPERA (M Coleman) - Made the bend near the 900 metres awkwardly.  Lay out under pressure over the final 150 
metres.   
 
CONCERT HALL (M Cameron) - Lay out rounding the final turn and continued to do so in the straight.  When 
questioned regarding performance rider advised that in his opinion the mare may be feeling the effects of recent 
racing and would benefit from a break.  Co-trainer Mr R James confirmed that CONCERT HALL is now likely to be 
spelled.  A post-race veterinary inspection did not reveal any obvious abnormality.   
 
M Coleman (SUPERA) - Admitted a charge of careless riding in that he permitted his mount SUPERA to shift out when 
not sufficiently clear of LE CASTILE which was hampered and dictated outwards crowding THE REAL BEEL which was 
checked near the 100 metres.  After hearing all relevant submissions the Judicial Committee suspended M Coleman’s 
licence to ride in races from the conclusion of racing on Sunday 7 April up to and including racing on Monday 22 April, 
9 national riding days.   
 

Race 9 TE AROHA VETERINARY SERVICES 1400 

PYTHAGORAS (S McKay) - Slow to begin (6L).  Trainer M Lupton was advised that a warning would be placed against 
the gelding for its barrier manners with Mr Lupton advising that he was unlikely to persevere with the gelding from 
his stable.   
 
THE KIPLING GIRL (S Collett) - Began awkwardly then was crowded shortly after. 
 
HONESTY (R Elliot) - When questioned regarding performance rider advised that after getting back the mare had been 
unable to recover on a day when it was hard to make ground from off the pace, also adding that it may now be better 
suited over more ground. 
 

 

Stipendiary Stewards report as posted is provisional and subject to further review and amendment. 

 


